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János Héder and Judit Zoltai are well-known 
when it comes to designer lamps and installations 
- for good reason. They have not only been the  
designers of, but the driving force behind the  
success story of the decade, bringing chandeliers 
to life for projects all over the World, inspiring and 
uplifting the thousands of people who see them  

every day. 

Now we decided to realize a completely new  
aspect of our dreams. Minimalism in its most  

functional and aesthetically pleasing form.

What have we learned from the multi-year success 
of Manooi designs?

Simplicity is beautiful. 



MARBLE PRODUCTS



MARBLE TYPES

Carrara marble Onyx

Bronze Amani mable Sahara Noir marble



LIGHT BEAM

Waterjet-cut, extremely slim marble element with multiple slim outline 
LED light sources - available as single beam or frame verison.







LIGHT BEAM CIRCLE

Light Beam Circle consist of two 8 mm thin marble rings.  
Spreading both direct light and gentle glow through its body, it adds the 

majesty of marble in a unique way into your interior.







LIGHT BEAM Y

With ground-breaking technology, we have accomplished the  
impossible, presenting unprecedented use of marble. Cut out from a single 
50 mm thin Carrara marble slab into a 8 mm thin continuous contour. Light 

Beam Y is a masterpiece of lighting creation.







SASSO

Suspended luminaire or wall sconce made from marble with 
high-performance LED lights. Created with elegance in mind, the 
smooth outline of this element makes it a beautiful, warm and  

welcoming complement to any space.







MONO

Rectangular marble free-standing lamp or sconce with backside  
high-performance LED light source. A single piece of marble with  
high-performance LEDs on its backside, shining indirect light through around 

the stone element.







ONO

Wall lamp with polished carrara marble face featuring a circular metal 
ring to direct the light of high-performance LEDs inside. The exterior ring 

may be white or the natural finish of copper.







GEO

Asymmetrical suspension lamp from turned marble or Onyx with  
high-performance LED lights.







ALUMINIUM & STEEL  
PRODUCTS



RAY

Three-pointed sculptural steel wall lamp with LED lights on the  
backside. Best showing it’s ingenious design in composition, it  
instantly catches the eye, enabling the creator to install unique  

arrangements into any space. 







Dé

The new versatile wall lamp of Inarchi. It gives the possibility to transform 
a simple surface into a contemporary light graphics.







HEXAN

Elegance and grandeur are the two words that instantly appear in a 
spectator’s mind - this element is made both with a full-face brass body,  
shining with the timeless warmth of this classic material, and a frame-only  
appearance, in glass and steel versions, showing a minimal, ethereal face 

towards the world.







FRAME

Suspended, open aluminium frames with high-performance 
LED lights. An ideal element of any space that speaks a clear,  

minimalist architectural language.







RUTIL

Hexagonal aluminium suspended light with ultra-compact, high  
intensity LED light. Delivering options ranging from ultra-slim form 
to thicker variants, this element is attractive both in singular or  
composition application, shining in different characters depending on the 

distance to the lit surface.







ARC

Rectangular aluminium profile system with high-performance 
LED lights. This highly versatile array of curved and straight  
elements captures the essence of graceful movements, enabling  
the designer to compose their own highways of light into any space.







AWARDS



Special-Award of the Hungarian Intellectual Property Agency, 2015 Red Dot Award, 2016



Red Dot Award, 2016



FAIRS

Euroluce, 2015



Euroluce, 2015



Light & Building, 2016 Euroluce, 2017



Euroluce, 2017




